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Cuckoo Clock History 
The idea for the development of the Black Forest Cuckoo Clock was thought to be brought to the area through a 
glass salesman from Strasburg. In the famous artistical Strasburger cathedral clock, a rooster crows every hour to 
announce the time. Around 1750 the so-called Schottenuhr clock design (a painted wooden shield clock from the 
Black Forest) began to appear with a Cuckoo that came out of a small door, proclaiming the hour. These clocks 
were highly coveted and extremely expensive rarities.  
Soon a new variety of the Cuckoo clock was developed, with a brown-stained Oak clock face, in the shape of a 
railroad house. Today this world renowned, wood-carved Black Forest Cuckoo clock is still produced in the same 
form as it was in the beginning.  
The carvings vary according to design: carved leaves, hunting scenes or miniature houses. Over time, many 
features have been added to the original designs to enhance the clock, such as 8-day clock movements, a night 
shut-off switch and built in music boxes. Black Forest Cuckoo clocks are much more than just a beautiful souvenir.  
 

Manufacturing Process 
The clocks, which consist of many individual parts, are all handmade by highly skilled and talented individuals. All 
Black Forest Cuckoo clocks are made in four main steps: 
 
• The Woodcarver carves the required decorative pieces  
• The Clockmaker builds the mechanical movement 
• The Joiner builds the wooden case 
• The woodcarving, movement and the wooden case are assembled into the unique Cuckoo clock by the 

Clockmaker 

 

Linden wood, a tree native to the Northern Hemisphere, is perfect for carving Cuckoo clocks, as it is not too 
hard and not too soft. This specific type of wood does not split or crack upon carving. 
The layout for the clock is drawn on a prepared wooden board, then the shape is sawn out using a scroll 
saw. Once the basic shapes are cut, they are individually nailed to another piece of wood, to allow the carver 
to shape the coarse structures. The first cut is called the “stop-cut”, this requires a solid bench, a mallet and 
a little violence. The stop-cut outlines each object and is cut straight down, around the perimeter of each 
design, approximately .02 inches deep. The next step is “lowering”, this process is working all the way 
around the “stopped” design, smoothing the basic shape. Using different sized chisels, this process is 
repeated until the spare of the carving corresponds to the picture that the carver has in mind.  
An apprenticeship to become a Cuckoo Clock woodcarver takes three years, however it takes a lifetime to 
become a master woodcarver like Rudi Fehrenbach.  
 
Key Features of Cuckoo Clocks 
Styles: There are three different styles of Cuckoo clocks, Chalet, Traditional style (also known as Classic) and 
Station House. The Chalet style is the most famous, whilst being the younger of the three designs. They 
often have music as well as lots of action, in the form of moving beer drinkers or wood choppers and are the 
most intricately carved designs, with beautifully coloured pieces.  
The Traditional and Station House styles are the most historic, and both have a very long history in the 
Cuckoo clock world. The traditional style is known for its deep animal carvings, frequently showing the 
hunting scenes that were popular at the time of their creation. Whereas the Station House design captivates 
the eye through the whorls of ivy and leaves, which mimics the design of railroad clocks.  
 
Movements: Cuckoo Clocks have evolved over the years, and now reflect modern times. Cuckoo clocks used 
to only be driven by mechanical movements, now they are available in both Quartz and traditional Brass 
Mechanical movements. Both movements keep good time and are very reliable.  
The traditional Mechanical movements are available in 1-day and 8-day, which means that they need to be 
wound either at least once per day or 8 days respectively. All mechanical movements are manufactures by 
SBS in Schonach, Black Forest in Germany, and are well known under the brand name REGULA.  
 
Music: Not all clocks have music, however it is easy to spot which ones do. All clocks that house a balcony 
with dancers will play music, whether they are Quartz or Mechanical and all Mechanical Cuckoo Clocks with 
three weights play music. 1-Day clocks play two songs an hour, one song on the full hour and another on the 
half hour. 8-Day clocks also play two songs but alternate every hour.  
The music box is the only part of the Cuckoo Clock that is not made in the Black Forest. They are made in 
Switzerland by the well-known companies REUGE and JOBIN, both companies are famous for their high-end 
music boxes.  
 
Night Shut-Off: All our Cuckoo Clocks are equipped with a manual night shut-off, and some with an 
automatic switch. All Quartz clocks have a built-in light sensor, which will automatically turn off the Cuckoo 
noise and music when the room is dark. Mechanical clocks will have a manual switch on the side or bottom 
of the clock box. For further information about night shut-offs, please see the “Getting a Cuckoo Clock 
Started” section. 
 
 
 
 



 
Getting a Cuckoo Clock Started  
PLEASE READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY, AS YOUR CLOCK MAY NOT PERFORM AS 
INTENDED IF NOT ASSEMBLED CORRECTLY. 

1. Unpacking the Clock 
Be careful when unpacking, pick up the clock by the roof and NOT by the decorative carved sections.  
Your box will contain the following pieces, depending on the style of your clock. Be sure to unwrap each of 
the paper bundles, as they may contain pieces of your clock. DO NOT unwrap the chains at the bottom of 
the clock yet.  

a) Cuckoo Clock  
b) Headpiece, either with bird attached or separate Deer head.  

 Deer head and antlers may be wrapped separately. 
c)   Pendulum  
d)  Weights, two for all Mechanical without music. Three for Mechanical with music. 
Note. Chalet style will not have head pieces.  

While all care has been taken to package and inspect the clock, small pieces may have broken off during shipping. 
If this is the case, they can be simply glued on with wood glue.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Removing the Shipping Security Packaging 
Carefully lay the clock face down on a soft surface. Locate the metal latch(s) covering the back plate (see item f), 
rotate these latches out of the way. 
 
Pry open the back of the clock, by sticking a small screwdriver or pencil through the smallest hole at the top of the 
back plate (see item g). DO NOT put your finger or any tool in the bottom hole (item h) this can damage the 
mechanism.  
 
On the reverse side of the back plate, will be a metal spiral (the gong), carefully remove the paper strip (item i) and 
set back plate aside. Be sure not to bend or adjust the position of the gong.  
 
Now look inside the clock, at the top on either side you will notice two white rectangles, these are the bellows. On 
each bellow is a U-shaped metal clip, often copper in colour (see item j). Remove these clips. 
DO NOT touch or bend any other wires or clock pieces.   
You may choose to keep these clips in a safe place, just in case you wish to pack away or transport the clock in 
future. 
Replace back plate into position, and rotate metal latches to secure back plate.  
 

 
 
3. Attaching Head Piece (if applicable) 
If your clock is a Traditional or Station style, you will need to attach the headpiece.  
If your head piece contains a Deer head, remove screw from reverse of Deer, and screw through pre-drilled 
hole in the middle of the headpiece. Stick antlers into the holes in the top of the head, with antler tips 
pointing inward. 
 
Locate the two screws on the reverse of the headpiece and the two u-shaped metal prongs on the face of 
the clock roof. Slide the screws into the metal prongs and tighten from the back, with a small screwdriver.  
 
4. Hanging the Clock. 

Place an upward slanted nail or screw into the wall, making sure that it is supported by either stud-beam or 
plug appropriate for your wall type. We recommend at least 50mm for 8-day mechanical clocks.  
DO NOT USE A PICTURE FRAME HOOK 

The height will depend on personal preference and clock type. If you wish to have the full 1-day or 8-day 
movement, you will need space for weights to drop the entire length of the chain. If these heights do not 
suit aesthetically, you are able to hook the chains up, via the loop on the end, however you will shorten the 
time before you need to rewind the clock.  
The recommended height for a full length 1-day clock chain is 180cm from the floor to the base of the clock, 
while 8-day clocks require 195cm. 
 
Hang the clock on the nail/screw via the topmost hole on the reverse of the clock (item e). Now that the 
clock is hanging, undo the wire and open bag holding the chains at the bottom of the clock and slowly let the 
chains out of the package. Be careful to loosen any knots that may have developed. Once chains are fully 
released from the package, remove the wire securing the chains together.  
 
DO NOT lay the clock down, turn it upside down or pack the clock away with the chains loose in this 
manner, as they may come loose from the gears in the clockwork. Either replace wire or wrap chains 
tightly around the clock if removing from wall.  
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Hook weights onto hook end of chain at the bottom of the clock (item k), and hook 
pendulum onto wire loop behind chains (item l).  
 
In front of the Cuckoo Bird door, is a small wire latch (item m) rotate this wire latch out 
of the way of the door. 
Your clock is now ready to run. The next step is to set the time.  

 
 
5. Starting the Clock 
With the clock hanging perfectly straight on the wall, gently nudge the pendulum sideways to start it swinging. If 
the clock is hanging correctly and straight, the pendulum should not rub against the clock cabinet and will swing 
freely. The pendulum will make an even tick on each swing, check the ticking is even and adjust the straightness of 
the clock until the ticking on both sides is equal. 

 
6. Setting the time 
To set the clock time, turn the long hand (minute hand) clockwise until you reach the correct time. The cuckoo call 
sets itself off automatically on the half and full hour. You MUST wait at every half/full hour until the Cuckoo and/or 
music has finished before continuing to turn any further.  
Alternatively, you may switch the night shut-off to the “on” position, so the Cuckoo and music will not operate 
while you are setting the time. (see Night Shut-Off for further instructions) 
 
Congratulations, your clock is now fully operational.  
Continue reading for information about Night Shut-Off, winding your clock, care and maintenance, and 
Troubleshooting. 

 
Night Shut-Off 
The Cuckoo call and music can be manually turned off using the lever on the side or the pull wire underneath the 
Cuckoo Clock cabinet. On lever models, flick the lever (on the left side of the clock cabinet) up to the “on” position. 
The Cuckoo and music will now not operate. To turn the night shut-off off, just flick the lever down to the “off” 
position.  
On pull wire models, pull the large loop wire located on the bottom of the clock cabinet (near where the chains 
come from) to turn “on” and push back into cabinet to turn “off”.  
Note, on some models these positions may be reversed. 
 
Automatic Night Shut-Off (Not available on all clocks) 
On some of the Cuckoo Clock models, mainly 8-Day movements with music, there is an automatic night shut-off 
built in you can activate. This automatic setting turns the Cuckoo and music off from 10pm to 8am. This automated 
setting uses the same lever or pull wire as stated above in Night Shut-Off instructions, with an added position 
between “off” and “on” 
Position 1 “OFF”  Lever is in the bottom position or pull wire is pushed upward towards clock. 
Position 2 “ON”  Lever is in the top position or pull wire is pulled furthest from the clock 
Position 3 “AUTO” Lever is halfway between top and bottom position, horizontal from clock. Pull wire is between 
the “on” and “off” position. You should be able to feel a slight resistance when moving between position 1 and 2, 
this is position 3.  
 
DO NOT Operate any night shut-off lever or pull wire while the Cuckoo call or music is operating 

 
 
 
 

Winding the chains 
During the operation of your clock, the weights will move steadily downward. If you have turned on one of 
the night shut-off settings, the weights for those functions will not move, but stay where they were when 
you tuned the switch off”   
If you have a 1-day clock, the clock weights should be pulled up at least once per day, if you have an 8-day 
clock they should be pulled up at least once per week. Wind the clock by pulling on the chain receding from 
the clock, one at a time. DO NOT pull on the weight. When winding your clock, please treat it gently. DO 
NOT USE BRUTE FORCE. Pull the chains up slowly, evenly and without a jerking motion.  
On heavier weighted clocks (8-day) supporting the weight you are winding will help keep your clock running 
smoothly and last the test of time. Gently take some of the pressure of the weight (not all) with one hand, 
while pulling the chain with the other. 
Cuckoo clocks can be wound as often as you like and will not harm the clock if it accidently runs out. If the 
clock has accidently run out, it will stop, and the time will need to be reset. Wind the weights back up to the 
bottom of the clock and reset the time according to the “setting the time” instructions. 

 
 

Care and Maintenance  
Cuckoo clocks do not require regular maintenance. The modern movements are sophisticated, easy to 
maintain and durable. The only maintenance required by the owner, is dusting externally. We recommend 
this is done with a new soft, dry paintbrush. To keep the clock running for many decades to come, it is 
recommended that all mechanical Cuckoo clocks are serviced by a qualified clockmaker every 7-12 years.   
Avoid reducing the lifetime of the clock, please only use the clock in standard room temperatures. 
Temperatures below 5 °C (40°F), high humidity, high dust levels or dampness may damage the clock. DO 
NOT hang the clock next to or directly above a fireplace, as the very warm and dry air may distort or warp 
the wooden parts. It also may dry out the oils in the bearings and moving parts. 
Minor aesthetic damages can occur, especially in transport which may not be able to be avoided. Please 
repair these minor damages yourself, using wood glue and a felt-tip pen in the appropriate colour.  

 
Safety and warning notes 
Cuckoo Clocks are delicate mechanical products and should not be used as a toy by a child or pet. The chains 
may break, and weights may fall if too much force is used. Chains can also be a strangle hazard for young 
children. We encourage that chains are hooked up out of reach if children or pets are present.  
Make sure you obtain professional advice if you are unsure about the way you should mount the screw, nail 
or bolt in the wall, before hanging the clock. 
DO NOT HANG THE CLOCK ON A PICTURE FRAME HOOK.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  m 



Troubleshooting 
Check out the trouble shooting section on our website for videos and in-depth troubleshooting 
details.  
 
Clock is running too fast or too slow 
You will need to adjust the pendulum. If it is running too fast, move 
the decorative piece of the pendulum gently down on the stick (slows 
down pendulum swing). If the clock goes too slow, move the 
decorative piece of the pendulum gently up (speeds up pendulum 
swing). Observe over the next 24 hours and adjust accordingly.  
2mm of movement is approximately 10 minutes of time per 24 hours. 
 
Clock occasionally gains or loses time 
This is usually an environmental factor; the pendulum may not always 
be ticking evenly. This can be caused by strong gusts, from air conditioning or breezeways or unnecessary handling 
of the clock/pendulum. 

 
Weights are falling straight to the floor 
If you try to hang the weight on the chain, it falls to the floor. The chains have come off the clock gear. You can fix 
this yourself by doing the following: 
If you have chains and weights that are working, pull the chain so the working weights are resting at the bottom of 
the clock box, take the weights off the chain hook. Secure the chain by putting the packaging wire (or stiff wire) 
through the uppermost part of the chain. This will stop the working chains from falling off their respective gears.  
Turn the clock upside down, find the gear that has the loose chain, and place the chain back around the gear. To 
get the gear to turn and pull the chain through, pull the chain from the bottom of the box, one direction will allow 
the chain the be pulled through, the other will be blocked. Pull the chain until it flows smoothly through the gear. 
Note it may be necessary to remove the hook and ring that the weight attaches too. 
 
Pendulum stops swinging 
The clock may not be straight on the wall. An easy way to check this, is to make sure the pendulum is swinging 
evenly by listening for an even and rhythmic “tick”. Also making sure that the pendulum is not rubbing against the 
clock casing. Very rarely the internal mechanism may have been installed slightly crooked, so using a spirit level on 
the clock case may not work.  
 
Cuckoo does not call 
Check that the “night shut-off” lever or wire has not been set to “on”, or with automatic functions, is set to the 
correct phase.  
Shipping packaging has not been removed. Remove both bellow clips and paper around gong, as per “Removing 
the Shipping Security Packaging” instructions.  

 
Clock makes a slight noise (on a regular basis) about 5 minutes before the actual clock strike at the 
hour 
This is a technical function of the clockwork, as it is preparing the neck clock strike. This is not a defect.  
 
Clock does not strike exactly on the hour/half hour. 
The minute hand was not installed correctly or may have come loose. Allow the clock to strike the hour and then 
stop the pendulum swinging. Use a flat-nosed pair of pliers and loosen the screw on the top of the hands. Note 
how the screw and any accompanying disk washers are assembled.  

Adjust the minute hand to the correct time and replace screw/washers, and test. If the minute hand is 
riveted to the square rod, you will need to use pliers to adjust the square rod. Repeat this process until the 
test is showing the correct time for the cuckoo.  

 
Gong sound is tinny 
There is not enough space between the gong spring and the hammer. Open the back of the clock and push 
the hammerhead of the gong hammer back (towards the clockwork) about 1mm. If the gong spiral is lying 
too close to the backplate, carefully pull it away a small amount.  
 
Warranty – 2 Years 
We offer a 2-year limited warranty on all our Mechanical and Quartz Cuckoo Clocks. Our obligation to you under our 
clock warranty is to repair any mechanical failures free of charge, for the stated period of warranty, if it does not conflict 
with the statement below.  
This Warranty does not apply: (a) to cosmetic differences to display models or pictures, due to naturally occurring 
variations in materials used and workmanship. Unless failure has occurred due to a defect in materials or workmanship; 
(b) to damage caused by use with a third party component or product e.g. batteries, (c) to damage caused by accident, 
abuse, misuse, fire, liquid contact, earthquake or other external cause; (d) to damage caused by operating the clock 
outside provided instructions and guidelines; (e) to damage caused by service (including modifications) performed by 
anyone who is not a licenced Cuckoo Clock repairer; (f) to defects caused by normal wear and tear or otherwise due to 
the normal aging of the Cuckoo Clock; (g) and you cannot prove in any way that you are the authorized owner (or 
representative of owner) of the product by presenting proof of purchase. 
 

The German Village Shop of Hahndorf would like to thank you for purchasing this wonderful 
German made Cuckoo Clock, that we are so passionate about. 

 
If you have any further questions, please feel free to email us using the details below. 

 
We look forward to seeing you again in Hahndorf. 

Kind regards 
 

The German Village Shop Pty Ltd 
50 Main St 

Hahndorf SA 5245 
South Australia 

Australia 
 

(08) 8388 7324 
www.thegermanvillageshop.com.au 
info@thegermanvillageshop.com.au 


